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Harmonicas & Accordions | Harmonicas

Harmonica players all over the world prefer the Lee Oskar Harmonicas System, which is distinguished by the consistent 
quality of materials, design, construction, and sound. Our four distinct harmonica models feature standard and altered 
tunings (available in multiple keys), for playing many different musical genres, as outlined below.
Color-coded for easy identification.

Altered tunings make it easy to play many different kinds of music and can help to expand your musical 
horizons. Knowing the difference between Major and minor music is important! Altered tunings sound very 
different from the traditional Blues/Rock/Country Standard tuning. Certain reeds have been modified to create 
each of the altered tunings, providing different sounds and scales. Owning multiple Lee Oskar Harmonicas 
altered tunings, in different keys, is like adding new colors of paint to your musical palette… and they are fun to 
play! It is very important to understand the different playing positions used in the Lee Oskar Harmonicas System 
to get the most out of your harmonica exploration. Learn more: www.leeoskar.com

Major Diatonic - Key label in 1st Position
The Major Diatonic is the "standard" Blues tuning and may be played in the 
1st & 2nd Positions. Using 1st Position (Straight Harp): FOLK, COUNTRY; 
using 2nd Position (Cross Harp): BLUES, ROCK, POP, COUNTRY. It is also 
possible to play different genres using other positions. 

Melody Maker™- Key label in 2nd Position 
The Melody Maker™, with its three altered notes, is great for playing Major 
scale melodies in 2nd Position (Cross Harp): R&B, COUNTRY, REGGAE, 
POP, STANDARDS, LATIN; AFRO, CLAVE, SKA (Dorian scale) can be 
played in 1st Position. (Not recommended for BLUES)

Natural Minor - Key label in 2nd Position 
The Natural Minor, with its five altered notes, is a natural choice for playing 
minor music and the relative major in 2nd Position (Cross Harp): minor 
BLUES, REGGAE, SKA, LATIN, FUNK, R&B, HIP HOP and the Dorian 
scale in 1st position.

Harmonic Minor - Key label in 1st Position
The Harmonic Minor, with its five altered notes, is ideal for playing World 
Music. It offers a soulful, Eastern European sound, perfectly suited for 
playing traditional ethnic music spanning many different cultures. Typically 
played in 1st Position (Straight Harp): EASTERN EUROPEAN, GYPSY, 
YIDDISH, ASIAN, TANGO, REGGAE 

Available in 18 keys (Listed below, from low to high) 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

1910(*) Orange Label $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( Lo C, Lo D, Lo E, Lo F, Lo F#, G, Ab, A, Bb, B, C, Db, D, Eb, E, F, F#, Hi G )

Available in 12 Keys (Listed below, from low to high) 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

1910N(*) Green Label $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( Dm, Ebm, Em, Fm, F#m, Gm, Abm, Am, Bbm, Bm, Cm, Dbm )

Available in 12 Keys (Listed below, from low to high) 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

1910H(*) Yellow Label $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( Gm, Abm, Am, Bbm, Bm, Cm, Dbm, Dm, Ebm, Em, Fm, F#m )

Available in 5 keys (Listed below, from low to high)

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

1910MM(*) Blue Label $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( C, D, E, G, A )
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Harmonicas

1910RP
1910MMRP 1910NRP 1910HRP

Replaceable reed plates (in every key) are an exclusive feature making it easy to 
revive your Lee Oskar Harmonica at about half the cost!

Half the Cost of a New Harmonica!

10CP

10CB

1910RP

LOP-13A
LOP-13E

Lee Oskar Savings Promotion
Ask your salesperson how to save $5 
on Lee Oskar Harmonicas!

LeeOskarQuickGuide.com
Register for a free account, available in 8 
languages! Also get your FREE Lee Oskar 
QuickGuide booklet for Guitar & Ukulele 

(PDF download)

(harmonica not included)

NEW!!
Chromatic Pitch Pipes
Featuring top-quality reeds that the Lee Oskar brand is known for, world-
wide. Complete with 13 chromatic tones, this Pitch Pipe is useful for singers 
and choirs (a cappella and accompanied by instruments), and for tuning 
guitar, ukulele, violin and other types of instruments. Designed to either be 
held in your mouth hands-free, so that your instrument can be adjusted with 
both hands, or held by both hands. 
MODEL LIST

LOP-13A Lee Oskar Chromatic Pitch Pipe Key Of A $29.99
LOP-13E Lee Oskar Chromatic Pitch Pipe Key Of E $29.99

Reed Plates & Accessories
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

1910RP Major Diatonic: 18 Keys  $33.99
1910MMRP Melody Maker: 5 Keys  $33.99
1910NRP Natural Minor: 12 keys  $33.99
1910HRP Harmonic Minor:  12 Keys  $33.99
10CP Cover Plates, Pair, Stainless Steel $9.99
10CB Plastic Comb – Fits all Lee Oskar Reed Plates $9.99

Harmonica Soft Case
Heavy black nylon. 12" x 6". Opens & closes  
with over-sized zipper. Double-stitched.  
Holds up to 7 harmonicas (not included).

MODEL LIST

LOHP $23.50

Harmonica Keychain
Oskamonica™ Mini 4-Hole Key of C.

MODEL LIST

LO4  $14.75

Harmonica Holder
MODEL LIST

LO10HH  $33.99

NEW LOW KEYS!
Lee Oskar Major Diatonic Harmonicas in Low Keys
Inspired by popular demand, Lee Oskar Harmonicas announces a new 
series of the Major Diatonic harmonicas in the keys of Low C, Low D, Low E 
and Low F#. These new low key harmonicas feature the same exceptional 
quality and design Lee Oskar is known for across the globe.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

1910-LOWC Low C $64.99
 1910-LOWD Low D $64.99
1910-LOWE Low E $64.99
1910-LOWFSHRP Low F# $64.99
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www.suzukiharmonicas.com
Your Music... Your Lifestyle

Suzuki Harmonicas incorporate the latest in technology and design features to give the player a 
whole new world of musical expression. Laser reed tuning with specially developed reeds and 

reed plate covers produce the widest range of sound timbres from any harmonica line. 
Machined alloy  and resin control expansion due to heat and moisture and work to amplify and 
project the harmonica sound. Revolutionary power reed valve system lets you bend, draw and 
blow notes for unheard of versatility. New Low F and High G Keys give blues and pop players 

new ways to expand their favorite music. Suzuki Harmonicas are designed for amateur, hobby-
ist or performing  professional, with more features, more sound and more quality than any 

other harmonica in the world.
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HOBBYIST

Hard shell 
carrying 
case

Hard shell 
carrying 
case

EASY RIDER
The all new EASY RIDER harmonica is our answer to every entry level 
player’s dream. An exceptional quality product manufactured to exacting 
specification, just like our professional models. It’s built to last, feels com-
fortable and sounds great. Laser tuned brass reeds are easy to pitch bend 
for that fat, expressive sound the blues and folk player wants. Easy Rider 
includes a compact carrying case. Available the keys of C or G.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

EZR-20-* 10 Hole Diatonic Harmonica $12.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( C, G )

FOLKMASTER
The Suzuki Folkmaster harmonica is both easy to play and economical to 
purchase. Its exceptional sound clarity and perfect tuning is made possible 
by a unique laser manufacturing process. Thin bendable reeds produce 
a mellow tone and the widest choice of sound timbres available from any 
harmonica manufacturer. The most exacting standards are used together 
with a molded plastic waterproof body and classically sculptured metal 
covers to make your musical experience as rewarding as possible. Includes 
a hard shell carrying case.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

1072-* Standard 10 Hole Diatonic Harmonica $24.99
1072-S Folkmaster 12 Piece Set $219.99

*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, B, Bb, C, D, Db, E, Eb, G )

HARPMASTER
The Harpmaster features an easy to play, free blowing design with its solid 
ABS comb and focused note holes. The bendable laser tuned phosphor 
bronze reeds produce the clarity and rich, mellow tones you would expect 
from much more expensive harmonicas. The classically shaped reed covers 
offer the look and feel of the traditional harmonica and they are built from 
durable polished stainless steel. The Harpmaster will provide you with years 
of proven performance. The Harpmaster includes a hard shell carrying case.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

MR-200-* Harpmaster 10 Hole Diatonic Harmonica $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, C, G )

BLUESMASTER
Combining the affordability of our popular Folkmaster with our world famous 
Promaster, the new Bluesmaster is an easy to play, easy to own professional 
harmonica. Stainless steel covers are durable and ergonomically designed 
for easy handling. Inside, Phosphor Bronze reeds and an ABS plastic comb 
give superb sound projection and tonal clarity. The rugged new Bluesmaster 
is virtually indestructible! Look good, sound good, feel good, with the 
Bluesmaster by SUZUKI.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

MR-250-* Professional 10 Hole Diatonic Harmonica  $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Bb, C, D, E, F , G )

MR-250-S Bluesmaster - 6 Piece Set $264.99
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P365-1BL

P365-1GR

P365-1GY

P365-1LE

P365-1LI

P365-1OR P365-1PK

P365-1RD

P365-1SK

P365-1TN

P365-1MT P365-1MV

PROFESSIONAL

Hard shell 
carrying case

PLAY PALS
Suzuki Harmonicas present PlayPals, a colorful new way to express yourself 
and your music. 12 exciting designer colors let you show your style for all 
the World to see! Available in the key of C, each PlayPal Harmonica is con-
structed of high grade plastic with Suzuki logos. Quality reed plates produce 
a free flowing sound and make them especially easy to play.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

P365-* Play Pals Harmonica $14.99
*Available in 1BL (Blue), 1RD (Red), 1LI (Lime) 1LE (Lemon), 1GR (Green), 1OR 
(Orange), 1GY (Grey), 1PK (Pink), 1TN (Tan), 1MT (Mustard), 1MV (Mauve), 1SK (Sky)

P365-S Set of all 12 Colors $159.99

2 TIMER TREMOLO
For the sound of yesterday from the technology of today, the new Suzuki 2 
Timers are sure to bring back memories. 2 Timers have a traditional sound 
quality made possible by a dual hole octave/tremolo tuning action, excellent 
for folk and country style playing. Laser tuned reeds are extra lightweight 
to give that special harmonica octave effect. Available in 21 and 24 note 
models, includes a soft lined hard shell case. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SU-21SP-* Traditional 21 Hole Dual Note Diatonic $54.99
SU-24-* Traditional 24 Hole Dual Note Diatonic $65.99

*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( C, A )

AIRWAVE
A Suzuki exclusive, the all new Airwave harmonica is the answer to a begin-
ning player's dream. Included with the Airwave is an instructional booklet 
that teaches notes, chords, and has exciting play along songs. Learning to 
play the Airwave harmonica is as easy as 1-2-3.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

AW-1B 10 Hole Diatonic Key of C w/ instruction book - Blue $22.99
AW-1O 10 Hole Diatonic Key of C w/ instruction book - Orange $22.99
AW-1R 10 Hole Diatonic Key of C w/ instruction book - Red  $22.99

MANJI
Advanced technology and functional beauty are combined in this stunning 
10 hole diatonic harmonica, the all-new Suzuki MANJI Harmonicas.

This revolutionary new diatonic harmonica is named after Mr. Manji Suzuki, 
the company’s founder — now in his late 80s, but still very much in charge. 
He started with a single hand-built model 70 years ago, and has built Suzuki 
up into one of the world’s premier harmonica manufacturers.

Harmonicas are Mr. Suzuki’s passion and his life’s work. The fact he is 
putting his own name on the MANJI Harmonica is because those 70 years of 
dedication to perfection are condensed in this one impressive instrument. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

M-20-* 10 Holes, 20 Notes, Diatonic Harmonica $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Ab, B, Bb, C, Db, D, E, Eb, F, F#, G, HG )

M-20HM-* Manji Harmonic Minor Tuned $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Bb, C, D, E, F, G )

M-20NM-* Manji Natural Minor Tuned $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Bb, C, D, E, F, G )

M-20C-* Manji Country Tuning $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Bb, C, D, E, F, G )

M-20MAJ7-* Manji Major 7th Harmonica $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Bb, C, D, E, F, G )

M-20-* Manji Harmonica, 10 Hole Low Keys $64.99
*AVAILABLE IN: Low C (LC), Low D (LD), Low Eb (LEb), Low E (LE), Low F (LF)

M-20-LP Manji - 2 Piece Set (Low C, Low D) $169.99
M-20-MP Manji - 3 Piece Set, ( C, G, A ) $219.99
M-20-S Manji - 7 Piece Set, ( A, Bb, C, D, E, F, G ) $549.99

PROMASTER
We are proud to offer the best professional harmonica you have ever played! 
Consider the machined Phosphor Bronze reed plates (replaceable) or the 
computer-aided laser cut, tuned and bendable reed system and the satin 
anodized, milled, billet aluminum alloy comb that holds it all together. All 
these cutting edge components combine to produce an instrument unparal-
leled in the industry. The ergonomically designed, polished stainless steel 
reed covers provide maximum playing comfort while the inner components 
produce the rich tones and clarity so sought after by professional play-
ers. Once you play a Promaster, you won’t want to put it down. Even the 
soft lined, hard shell carrying case is specially designed for comfort and 
protection.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

MR-350-* Deluxe 10 Hole Diatonic Harmonica $99.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Bb, C, D, G )

MR-350-S Promaster - 6 Piece Set $429.99
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Hard shell 
carrying case

Hard shell 
carrying case

HUMMING MATE
The humming mate is an easy to hold compact version of our popular 
SU-21h humming tremolo. Available in keys of C and Am, it as 13 holes and 
8 notes, and produces a beautiful old world sound. Includes clear plastic 
box.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SU-13M-AM 13 Hole Diatonic Am $79.99

PROMASTER VALVED
Suzuki brings you our amazing new valved Promaster, built with the same 
precision as our standard Promaster. It’s a revolutionary new harmonica that 
features precision crafted reed plates for easy note bending and featuring 
Phosphor Bronze reeds. Draw cycle valve system circulates air to allow note 
bending in the blow as well as the draw cycle. Its note bending abilities will 
make your music magical! Comes with a soft lined hard shell carrying case.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

MR-350V-* Deluxe 10 Hole Diatonic Valved Harm $99.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Ab, B, Bb, C, D, Db, E, F, F#, G, HG, LF )

MR-350VG-* Gold Dlx 10 Hole Diatonic Valved Harm $219.99

PROMASTER HAMMOND
Ever wanted a Hammond organ that will fit in your pocket? Look no further. 
The HA-20 harmonica carries the colored Hammond logo, which looks 
great against its black shell. Immediately you will be addicted to its beautiful 
sound. The HA-20 features Phosphor Bronze reeds and includes a hard 
shell carrying case.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

HA-20-* Professional 10 Hole Diatonic Harmonica $129.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( Bb, C  )

OLIVE
The ease of playing a harmonica is strongly influenced by its airtightness. 
Suzuki 10 hole harmonicas are extremely airtight due to highly accurate 
manufacturing processes and assembly. The Olive’s tight seal between 
component parts makes respond quickly to quick phrases, and gives sensi-
tive tone and bending control. 

In addition, Suzuki’s unique welded-reed manufacturing process gives 
unprecedented accuracy of reed attachment and the most accurate reed/
slot alignment of any manufacturer. This allows the reeds to respond flexibly 
to all advanced bending and overblowing technique to achieve a dynamic, 
deep sound. 

The “Made in Japan” stamp on Suzuki harmonicas guarantees the player a 
consistently high quality of manufacture and service.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

C-20-* 10 Holes, 20 Notes, Diatonic Harmonica $69.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( C, D, LF )

FIRE BREATH
The MR-500 is made with high quality Rosewood. If you prefer to play a 
wood comb harmonica but dislike the problems associated with wood comb 
harmonicas in the past, then here is the harmonica for you. The comb is 
resistant to moisture and swelling. The mouth piece is rounded for a great 
comfortable feel and ideal for tongue blocking technique. The durability of 
rosewood is regarded as one of the best in the 'Tonewood' family. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

MR-500-* Fire Breath $134.99
 *AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Ab, B, Bb, C, D, Db, E, Eb, F, F#, G, HG, LF)

HUMMING TREMOLO
Tremolo harmonicas are diatonic models constructed with double holes, 
each containing two reeds tuned to the same note. Each reed is tuned 
slightly higher than the other and when played together, this slight difference 
in tuning creates a beautiful vibrato or tremolo sound. "C" positions are 
marked on the comb for easy reference during performances. Comes with 
carrying case. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SU-21H-* Humming Tremolo $139.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A#, Ab, Am, A, B, Bb, C, C#, D, Dm, D#, E, Eb, F, F#, G, Gm, G#)
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PERFORMANCE

CHROMATIX SERIES
If a harmonica can be described as luxurious, the new Suzuki Chromatix 
Series surely qualify. These 12, 14 and 16 hole harmonicas are gorgeous 
to look at, substantial to hold and a pleasure to play. Comfortable and com-
pletely air tight, the Chromatix Series is specially designed for professionals 
and hand constructed by skilled workers . . . one at a time. Features include 
ergonomically designed mouthpiece, precise and smooth slide mechanism, 
ABS comb, Phosphor Bronze reed plates and chrome plated covers. 
Exquisite attention to detail make these harps the most airtight chromatics 
ever produced by a major manufacturer. Play one once to hear and feel the 
difference. Their smooth tone production and quick response will allow you 
to advance your playing level far ahead of what you thought possible. Each 
Chromatix harmonica is packed in its own deluxe soft lined case.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SCX-48-* 12 Hole Deluxe Chromatix Harmonicas $349.99
AVAILABLE IN KEY OF A, Bb, C, D, F, G

SCX-56-C 14 Hole Deluxe Chromatix Harmonicas, C $349.99
SCX-64-C 16 Hole Deluxe Chromatix Harmonicas, C $399.99

SLIDER CHROMATIC
The Suzuki Slider 14 and 16 hole chromatics are specifically designed for 
the performing professional. The thick, solid brass reed plates, laser tuned 
phosphor bronze reeds and high precision slide system easily produce the 
rich warm tones, high volume and air tightness sought after by the working 
musician.  Includes a soft padded velvet, wooden carrying case with brass 
hardware.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SC-56 14 Hole Chromatic $1,049.99
SC-64 16 Hole Chromatic $1,199.99

SUB30
The amazing new Suzuki SUB30 UltraBend allows you to play a full 
chromatic scale using the easy, expressive bending technique most players 
learn quickly. No need to overblow! The 30 reed SUB30 UltraBend harp has 
an extra Sympathetic Reed in each hole, one tone below the pitch of the 
lowest note. This reed is normally passive. It only becomes active when the 
player wants to bend the low note in each hole.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SUB-30-* SUB30 Ultrabend $219.99
 *AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, C, D )

BARITONE
 The Baritone harmonica has 21 holes with a range of C through C3 in the 
keys of C. The polished ABS comb holds the solid brass reed plates and 
laser tuned reed system. The gloss black, brass reed covers are shaped for 
maximum playing comfort. The BR-21 comes in a custom moulded carrying 
case with formed fit, soft lining.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

BR-21-C Baritone, C  $299.99
BR-21-C# Baritone, C# $299.99

ALTO SINGLE
The Alto Single contains 37 holes with a range of C through C3 in the key of 
C. It's solid brass reed plates hold the ultra precise phosphor bronze reed 
system, tuned by laser. The select hardwood body and super smooth, solid 
brass, ergonomic reed covers create unparalleled playing comfort. The 
AS-37 comes in a leather covered, wooden case that is velvet lined.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

AS-37 Alto Single  $949.99

SOPRANO
The Soprano Single has 37 holes with a range of C1 through C4 in the key 
of C. Solid brass reed plates contain the ultra precise laser tuned phosphor 
bronze reed system. Select hardwood is used for the body and the ergo-
nomic, solid brass reed covers are finished in a super smooth high gloss 
black. Comes in a velvet lined, leather covered wooden carrying case.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SS-37 Alto Single  $899.99
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F-20J

F-48S

GRÉGOIRE MARET SIGNATURE MODEL
The G-48 has a powerful and intense sound that's combined with a unique 
dark blue coverplate. The special plating is not just beautiful but has high 
durability characteristics. This plating material is renowned for its durability.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

G-48-C Signature Model $1,099.99
12 Hole, 48 Notes, C ~ D4, Sliding Chromatic 

G-48W-C Signature Model - Wood Covers $1,149.99
12 Hole, 48 Notes, C ~ D4, Sliding Chromatic

TREMOLO CHROMATIC
The revolutionary new Suzuki SCT-128 Professional 16 hole Tremolo 
Chromatic Harmonica reflects the highest achievement in harmonica 
manufacture. 16 holes, 64 notes, 128 reeds, C-D4; Plastic resin body; Brass 
reedplates; Phosphor bronze reeds; Chrome plated brass covers; Gold 
plated brass mouthpiece; Tooled leather holder.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SCT-128 Tremolo Chromatic $1,999.99

SIRIUS SERIES
The Suzuki ‘Sirius’ combines excellent sound production and elegant design 
which will impress both audience and players alike. Every detail about the 
design of the ‘Sirius’ has been carefully researched, resulting in a new 
standard of Chromatic Harmonica. This unique model allows the player to 
perform a wider range of playing expressions.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

S-48S 12 Hole, 48 notes, Straight  $999.99
S-56S 14 Hole, 56 notes, Straight $1,069.99
S-56C 14 Hole, 56 notes, Cross $1,069.99
S-64C 16 Hole, 64 notes, Cross $1,099.99
S-48B 12 Hole,  Bass Chromatic $1,199.99

FABULOUS
uperb airtightness and instant response of the reeds to every breath creates 
a feeling of euphoria for every player when they first try Suzuki's all new 
Fabulous Chromatic Harmonica. The rich timbre of the Fabulous is a result 
of 21st century design matched with respect for the best aspects of tradition, 
embodied in top quality components with Suzuki's high accuracy processes.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

F-20J-* 10 Hole Diatonic - Just Temperament $449.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Ab, B, Bb, C, D, Db, E, Eb, F, F#, G, HG, LF )

F-20E-* 10 Hole Diatonic - Equal Temperament  $449.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Ab, B, Bb, C, D, Db, E, Eb, F, F#, G, HG, LF )

F-48C 12 Hole Chrmtc - Cross Slide Alignmnt $5,299.99
48 Notes, Range C1 ~ D4

F-48S 12 Hole Chrmtc - Str Slide Alignmnt $5,299.99
48 Notes, Range C1 ~ D4

F-48SQ 12 Hole Chrmtc - Str Slide Alignmnt $5,399.99
Square Hole Flat Surface Mouthpiece, 48 Notes, Range C1-D4

CHORD56
Completely groundbreaking in the world of harmonicas. The instrument 
features all major, minor, augumented and diminished chords, inside a 14 
hole chromatic harmonica. Incredible! The possibilities are endless, chord 
playing has never been so accessible and portable.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SSCH-56 14 hole chromatic $829.99
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SPECIALTY

Hard shell 
carrying case

SCH-48

PIPE HUMMING
If you’ve never seen anything like our new PH-20 Pipe Humming harmonica, 
there’s a good reason. It’s the only harp of its kind. The hauntingly beautiful 
sound of a harmonica vibrato is now as easy as playing the blues. No more 
struggling to get an air tight seal with your hands. Control is the name of 
this game. Get a perfect vibrato the very first time you try. Slow, fast, loud, 
low, flutter, any way you want to make your music sound. Aluminum comb 
and phosphor bronze reeds combine with special nickel plated pipe cover to 
create a heavy, rich, deep sound. The new PH-20 from Suzuki. Pocket the 
Music! Uses MR-350 replacement reed plates.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

PH-20-C Easy Vibrato 10 Hole Diatonic Harmoncia $129.99
AVAILABLE IN KEY OF C

OVERDRIVE
Precisely placed holes in the top and bottom of this harmonica allow you to 
produce thick, rich and beautiful over-blow and over-draw sounds. Although 
players have been bending notes for more than a century, it has only 
recently been discovered that when you draw bend, it is the BLOW reed that 
makes the bent note. Conversely, when you blow bend, it is the opposite 
blow reed in the same air channel that makes the bent note. Comes with 
deluxe carrying case.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

MR-300-C Deluxe Bendable 10 Hole Diatonic  Harmonica $109.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Ab, B, Bb, C, D, Db, E, Eb, F, F#, G, HG, LF )

PURE HARP
The MR-550 is Suzuki's newest all-hardwood Harmonica. Even the covers 
are Rosewood! Using Rosewood can produce a high velocity of sound and a 
broad range of mid and low overtones. These 'lows' help to create a complex 
bottom end which imparts a richness to the overall tone to the instrument.  
The re-designed reeds, which are the heart of the instrument, have been 
produced with the advanced player in mind. The new Suzuki Reed plates 
allow ease of play, especially with overblow and overdraw techniques.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

MR-550-* Pure Harp Rosewood Harmonica $219.99
*AVAILABLE IN KEYS OF ( A, Ab, B, Bb, C, D, Db, E, Eb, F, F#, G, HG, LF )

ORCHESTRAL DOUBLE BASS
Special voicing gives the Double Bass a beautiful, rich, projecting sound 
quality. The upper low notes are tuned to a C# scale and the lower low notes 
are tuned to a C scale. You can cover a full 2 chromatic octaves. Each note 
has 2 reeds which are an octave apart. Each instrument comes in a beautiful 
velvet lined wooden case with carrying pouch.

MODEL DESCRIPTION  LIST

SDB-29 Orchestral Double Bass, 29 Hole $1,599.99
SDB-39 Orchestral Double Bass, 39 Hole $1,869.99

BASS CHORD HARMONICA
Major and 7th chords are arranged on the upper row, and Minor, Diminished 
and Augmented chords are arranged on the lower row. Each row has 24 
chords (24 major chords on the upper row and 24 minor chords on the lower 
row) and each chord has 2 bass notes which are an octave apart. Supplied 
with a beautiful velvet lined hard case with gig bag and carrying strap.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

BCH-48  Bass Chord Harmonica $2,299.99

ORCHESTRAL & ENSEMBLE CHORD
The SCH-24 has 96 holes with 24 chords and you can play a bass note 
and chord in harmony making a deeper and more expressive sound. You 
can even produce a trio effect. The SCH-48 features Major and 7th chords 
arranged on the upper row, and Minor, Diminished and Augmented chords 
are arranged on the lower row. 192 holes among each 2 rows of top and 
bottom combs create the 48 chords.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SCH-24 24 Chord  $1,049.99
SCH-48 48 Chord  $2,199.99
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NOVELTY

K-1200 N-1200

MICROPHONES
CASES

10HC-8

HARMONICA HOLDERS

SHH-10R

SHH-21

KEYCHAIN & NECKLACE HARMONICA
4 hole Mini-Harmonica with Keychain or Necklace. Range C3 to C4.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

K-1200 Keychain Mini-Harmonica $21.99
N-1200 Necklace Mini-Harmonica  $21.99

CONDENSER HARMONICA MIC
HMH-100 is a great choice for the performing harmonica player. It is a small 
condenser microphone, light and easy to hold while playing your instrument. 
It features a low cut for bass frequencies, which reduces handling noises. 
The sound is crispy, detailed and makes your harmonica sing.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

HMH-100 Condenser Mic $219.99

ORCHESTRAL BASS MICROPHONES
These specially designed microphones for the Orchestral Bass feature 
full width pickup for even amplification and are angle adjustable. Powered 
by Lithium batteries, they have 50 to 70 continuous hours of playing time. 
Durable line out cable with combo straight and right angle plugs, as well as 
mounting hardware are included.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

HMB-1 Microphone for SDB-39 $899.99
HMB-3 Microphone for SDB-29  $769.99

ORCHESTRAL CHORD MICROPHONES
These specially designed microphones for the Orchestral Chord feature 
full width pickup for even amplification and are angle adjustable. Powered 
by Lithium batteries, they have 50 to 70 continuous hours of playing time. 
Durable line out cable with combo straight and right angle plugs, as well as 
mounting hardware are included.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

HMC-2 Microphone for SCH-48 $1,239.99
HMC-4 Microphone for SCH-24  $1,079.99

HARMONICA CASES

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

10HC-8 Case for Eight 10-Hole Diatonics $54.99
SHC-8 Case for Eight Tremolo Harmonicas $76.99
G-48-CASE Case for G-48  $25.00
SCX-56-CASE Case for SCX-56 $20.00
SCX-64-CASE Case for SCX-64 $20.00

HARMONICA HOLDERS

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SHH-10R Pro Harmonica Holder  $69.99
SHH-21 Adjustable Harmonica Holder $29.99
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This original series has defined the way harmonicas have been built since 1896. All Marine Band series harmonicas feature a wood 
comb and are built in a “sandwich “configuration. The Marine Band family has been played by blues and folk legends around the world. 
Available Keys: (1) G, A, Bb, C, D, E, F (2) G, G#, A, Bb, B, C, C#, D, Eb, E, F, F# (3) G, Ab, A, Bb, B, C, Db, D, Eb, E, F, Low-F, F# (4) Natural 
Minor - NMA, NMBF, NMB, NMC#, NMC, NMD, NMEF, NME, NMF#, NMF, NMG#, NMF.

BluesModel Country &
Western 

Pop &
Rock Jazz Folk SpecialityDiatonic Harmonica

Selection Guide
Thunderbird

Deluxe
Crossover

1896 Classic

Blues Band
Silver Star
Blues Bender

Rocket
Special 20
Golden Melody

Pro Harp
Big River Harp

Hot Metal
Pocket Pal

Blues Harp

These harmonicas represent major milestones in harmonica development. From the first harmonica ever built with a plastic comb that 
eliminates swelling to the most comfortable harmonica that effectively minimizes player fatigue, the Progressive Series will continue to be 
the music innovator’s favorite. 

Use Hohner’s sales 
solutions in your 
store. Increase your 
profit per square 
foot and turns with 
Hohner’s new retail 
POP and self-
selective packaging. 
Hohner has options 
for every size store 
from their large 
format floor display 
to the smaller wall 
display. Wall displays 
can be mounted on 
pegboard or slat wall.  

Why POP?

BHDF

BHDW

BHDR

Selection Guide

Available Keys: A, B, Bf, C, D, E, Eb, G

Available Keys: A, C, D, E, G
Available Keys: C, D, E, Eb, F, G, G#

Special 20
The workhorse harp for over 40 years!
With its groundbreaking plastic comb it was the first modern harmonica.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

560PBX-() Special 20  $65.00

Marine Band
The One, The Only, The Original.
The legendary instrument for the blues harmonica purist. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

1896BX() Marine Band $64.00

Golden Melody
The harp for precise melody playing! 
The stylish design is classic 1950s, completely harmonious and without any 
sharp corners. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

542PBX-() Golden Melody $67.00
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Diatonic Harmonicas

These harmonicas represent the best value in the HOHNER line. With many options to choose from, picking the right harmonica for you is 
a simple as choosing your favorite music style. 

The MS or Modular System originated from these harmonicas ability to exchange all their components with any other harmonica within 
the MS series. Versatility and durability are built into each MS series harmonica.  

IMPULSE SALES
These harmonicas are perfect for add on impulse sales. Place them near your register and watch you Items Per Transaction increase

Available Keys: A, Bf, C, D, E, F, G 

Available Keys: A, B, Bf C, D, E, Ef, F, G 

Available Keys: A, C, D, E, F, G 

Available Keys: A, B, Bf, C, D, E, Ef F, FS, G 

Available Keys: A, C, D, E, G 

38C10838N

Blues Band
The Blues Beginner's Choice
Generations of beginners have found their musical voice with the Blues Band.

MODEL DESCRIPTION KEY LIST

1501BX-C Blues Band C $9.00

Blues Bender
Blues Bending Made Easy!
Professional quality and reasonably priced instrument.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

BBBX() Blues Bender  $31.00

Hot Metal
Get the Hot Sound of HOHNER!
For the rocker in all of us. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

572BX() Hot Metal $17.00

Old Standby
Your trusted harp
One of the oldest names in Hohner's line.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

34BBX() Old Standby $18.00

Blues Harp MS
The legendary harp for blues!
The world's best-selling blues harp. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

532BX() Blues Harp $65.00

Big River MS
The Sound of the Mississippi Delta
Rich tones bring back the feeling  
of the beginnings of modern music.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

590BX() Big River $44.00

Mini Harmonicas
MODEL DESCRIPTION KEY LIST

37 Mini Harmonica w/ Chain  C $6.50
38C Mini Harmonica  C $5.00
38N Mini Harmonica Necklace  C $11.00
108 Mini Harmonica Keychain $6.50

Happy Color Harp Plastic Tub Displays
Place these 48 harmonicas in their fishbowl next to your register and watch 
your IPTs increase! Mix of red, yellow, green and blue.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

CCH48 Holds Mini Harps $178.00
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CHROMATIC HARMONICAS
Chromatic Harmonicas are designed to play every complete scale in any key – major, minor, pentatonic, blues, etc. – all on one instrument. Additionally, all 
accidental notes are available at any time for any situation. Each single hole contains four reeds: two natural notes and two chromatic notes are enabled by 
pushing a slide button on the side of the harmonica. Most chromatics are solo tuned, meaning each group of four single holes covers a complete octave. This 
design offers a wealth of new musical options to the player. Most often, chromatic harmonicas are heard within the classical and jazz scenes, but they are 
frequently found in blues, folk, rock and pop music.

When HOHNER introduced the first ever 10 hole slide chromatic harmonica in 1912, nobody could have 
foreseen how successful the concept would be. The Chromonica series not only remains the world's best 
selling chromatic harmonica, but is also the basis for all harmonicas in this field

Harmonica Carry Cases
MODEL LIST

C12 $68.00

7-Piece Harmonica Bundles
The Blues Beginner's Choice
Includes the keys of G, A, Bb, C, D, E, F and sturdy carry case 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

1501/7 Blues Band 7 Pack $59.00
PBH7  Piedmont Blues 7 Pack $43.00

Blues Band Value Pack 
The Blues Beginner's Choice
Includes the keys of G, C, and A

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

3P1501BX Bluesband $27.00

Hoodoo Blues
Spread a little Hoodoo magic on your music  Get your Mojo Workin' with 
the Hoodoo Blues!
Includes the keys of G, C, D and sturdy carry case 

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

HBP Set of 3 (C, D, G) w/Case $20.00
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Harmonica Accessories

EXCELLENT
DYNAMIC RANGE

BEST SELLER!

HH01

154

Harmonica Holder
For 10 hole sized harmonicas. Adjustable.

MODEL LIST

HH10 $13.99

Flexrack Harmonica Holder
MODEL LIST

MZ2010 $89.00

Neck Brace Harmonica Holders
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

HH01 For 10 hole size harmonicas $18.00
154 For all sizes $32.00

Green Bullet
Omnidirectional dynamic harmonica mic with volume control, high Z,  
20 ft. (6.1m) attached cable terminates with 1/4" phone plug.
MODEL LIST

520DX $149.00

Clarinet/Saxophone/Harmonica Mic with Preamp
Designed to be lightweight for use on a harmonica. The system has wide-
band frequency response, excellent dynamic range and provides clean, 
faithful reproduction of the acoustic sound. Includes the 3000AE preamp/
power supply, microphone and attachment adhesives.
MODEL LIST

5600 $408.98

Harp Handle Harmonica Holder
Lightweight harmonica holder featuring a stainless 
steel holding clip and comfortably contoured 
harness. The holding clip fits all 10- to 14-hole 
harmonicas. This design allows for height and 
angle adjustments.
MODEL LIST

HH1 $27.21
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MELODIONS

SOPRANO MELODION
High quality construction of a metal and plastic body make this Soprano 
Melodion the perfect choice for advanced students and professionals. A 
32 note keyboard starts at the F below middle C and covers two complete 
octaves. Supplied with an attractive, quality Leatherette case.

Included Accessories: Soft vinyl gig bag, Extension tube, Standard 
Mouthpiece.
MODEL  LIST

S-32C Soprano Melodion w/Case, Mouthpiece $129.50

STUDENT MELODION
The all new Study-32 with its hard wearing instrument gig-case is the perfect 
Students Melodion. Lightweight and easy to play the Study-32 is perfect for 
both solo and ensemble use.

Included Accessories: Tough colourful carry case in Sky Blue, Extension 
tube, Standard Mouthpiece.
MODEL  LIST

STUDY-32-BLACK  Alto Melodion w/Case, Mouthpiece $64.99
STUDY-32-BLUE Alto Melodion w/Case, Mouthpiece $64.99

ALTO MELODION
The MX-32C is our 'standard' 32 note classroom Melodion, and the instru-
ment of choice for education departments. The body is tough ABS plastic. 
There is a comfortable black handle on the reverse. Supplied with matching, 
sturdy ABS plastic case.

Included Accessories: Tough carry case, Extension tube, Standard 
Mouthpiece.
MODEL  LIST

MX-32C  Alto Melodion w/Case, Mouthpiece $99.99

BASS MELODION
Ideal for accompanying other instrumentalists and offers a truly unique bass 
sound covering the lower registers. Extremely high quality construction and 
larger than normal body ensure enough resonance to handle the frequen-
cies required. 

Included Accessories: Professional Quality woven Gig bag, Standard 
Mouthpiece
MODEL  LIST

B-24  Bass Melodion w/Case $229.50

SEMI PRO ALTO MELODION
The new Semi Pro M-37C Alto Melodion has exceptional sound and range at 
a reasonable price. Featuring phosphor bronze reeds, all aluminum covers 
and full 37 note range. A great choice for the serious Melodion hobbyist and 
performer.

Included Accessories: Standard Mouthpiece, Trumpet Style Mouthpiece, 
Flexible Tube Mouthpiece, Soft Gig Bag with Handles.
MODEL  LIST

M-37C Alto Melodion w/Case, 3 Mouthpieces  $179.50
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32B

HMA-25

RECORDER-KEYBOARD

Melodica Mouthpieces
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

HMA-25 For 900 & 901 $20.00

Piano-Style Melodicas
The Melodica is a fascinating wind instrument, easy to learn and powerfully 
expressive. Played like a piano, it is so compact that you can take it with you 
anywhere. Producing single notes or chords, the Melodica is both a solo and 
orchestral instrument, blending beautifully with other instruments. Whatever 
the music you like-from classical to rock -the Melodica will add its own 
personality, a unique and captivating sound.
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

32B Instructor Melodica – Black $67.00
S37 Performer Melodica – Black $120.00

ANDES RECORDER-KEYBOARD
This unique instrument looks like a keyboard but sounds like a Recorder! 
It’s a wind instrument like the Melodion but creates a Recorder sound. But 
unlike a Recorder, the Andes allows the performer to play chords. The 
Andes has 25 keys with a range of F2 to F4. Includes a short mouthpiece, a 
tube mouthpiece and a strap.
MODEL  LIST

A-25F Andes Recorder-Keyboard $279.50

PROFESSIONAL MELODION
The same highly-acclaimed tone quality. Renewed to cater to a diverse 
range of performance scenarios. Fittse with buttons lo attach a Melodlon 
shoulder strap. We have responded to calls from users requiring a shoulder 
strap to provide support when playing with both hands, This improves play-
ability is useful when playing on the keyboard. 

MODEL  LIST

PRO-37V3 Pro Alto Melodian w/Case  $319.99
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3101002

3365

3380

P37D

P32D

Santa Marsala
Accordion
With deluxe case. Button style. GCF Key. Diatonic. Straps. Red.
MODEL LIST

3807 $579.99

Accordion Harness Straps
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

3101002 31" $66.99
3101172 Mega 36" $76.95

Accordion Straps
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

3365 Padded, Adj to 45" long, 1-1/2" w strap pad, Black $66.14
3380-BEL Wide cut, Adj to 45” long, $44.09 

Slide-on 1-5/8" wide double-faced strap, White
3336 Adjustable up to 120 bass models, White $58.47
3494-BEL Adjustable up to 120 bass models, Black $58.43

Pianicas
Produces clear, full tones with solid projection & features anti-corrosive 
reeds, providing stable intonation. Includes a shock-resistant, double walled, 
blow-molded case, along with a mouthpiece & blowing pipe.
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

P32D 32 key $73.99
P37D 37 key, 3 octave span $136.99
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